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Introduction: I Love Print 
 
 It is 2016, and much has changed in the world of legal research. Electronic resources are 
growing in popularity and content, law libraries are reducing their print collections, and more 
free electronic resources are available on the Internet. With so many changes, one has to ask, 
does print have a role anymore in legal research instruction? David Sears wrote an article last 
year based on a course he taught from 2009 to 2011.1 He argued that print should still be 
included in legal research instruction.2 However, has enough changed in the last three years in 
the realm of electronic resources that print no longer needs to be taught to law students in legal 
research courses? This paper will examine the scope and coverage of electronic resources 
available (both commercial and free) to determine whether a legal research course can be taught 
without including print.  
Full disclosure: I have a print bias that most 28 year olds do not have.  I love certain 
resources in print. A classmate of mine recently teased me about print being a form of hipster 
research.3 Personally, it is sometimes much easier to flip through the pages of a print resource to 
find information. Indexes are my favorite finding tools. I believe this personal disclosure is 
necessary because when I started this project, I wanted my thesis to be OF COURSE PRINT 
SHOULD BE TAUGHT! However, after creating a chart analyzing the content available 
electronically, I am no longer sure that my thesis holds true. Electronic resources have broad 
coverage and include multiple finding tools that were once only available in print. However, 
even with the amount of material available online, there may still be an argument to make that 
print should still be taught in legal research courses for certain legal materials. 
 
History of Electronic Legal Resources 
 
 Electronic resources are not exactly “new” to the legal research scene. They started in the 
1960s and 1970s with the development of the databases that would later become Westlaw and 
Lexis Advance. Over the years, these products improved and new players emerged on the scene. 
At some point, attorneys and students started to prefer electronic research to print research. I 
wanted to look into the development of some of these resources before transitioning into what 
they have become to see how electronic resources have changed and how quickly they have 
changed. 
William G. Harrington described the beginnings of Lexis and Westlaw in his 1985 “A 
Brief History of Computer-Assisted Legal Research.”4 He discusses Professor John Horty’s 
project at the University of Pittsburg in the 1960s, and the Ohio State Bar Association’s 
definition of computer-assisted legal research: nonindexed, full-text, online, interactive, 
computer-assisted legal research service.5 Harrington explains that the Ohio Bar Association 
Research (OBAR) entered into an agreement with Data Corporation in the late 1960s to create a 
searchable database for legal research that included Boolean searching and proximity searching.6 
																																																								
1 Dennis S. Sears, The Pedagogical Value of an Integrated Approach to Legal Research Instruction: Overcoming 
Student Resistance to the Use of Print Sources and Striking a Balance That Instills an Appreciation of the Strengths 
and Weaknesses of Both Print and Online Sources, 33 L. REFERENCE SERVS. Q. 38-68 (2014). 
2 See id. 
3 Thanks Justin Abbasi! 
4 William G. Harrington, A Brief History of Computer-Assisted Legal Research, 77 LAW LIBR. J. 543 (1984-85). 
5 See id. at 544-45. 
6 See id. at 545-48. 
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Mead Corporation purchased Data Corporation in 1969, and started a subsidiary Mead Data 
Central, which would put out the system Lexis in 1973.7 Lexis had a keyword in context feature 
and continued to add a large amount of content: the US Code, federal cases, tax code, 
regulations, and some state laws and cases.8 In 1981, Shepard’s citations were added to Lexis 
(and Westlaw), and in 1993, Lexis introduced FREESTYLE, its plain-English search feature that 
allowed natural language searching.9 In 1999, the Shepardize function on Lexis was improved to 
provide users with negative and positive treatment of case law with AutoCite and LexCite.10 
Westlaw began in 1975, after West acquired QUIC/Law from Queens University in 
Canada.11 Westlaw was only available on weekdays using a Westlaw terminal.12 Shrager 
explains, “Unlike Lexis, which searched the full text of cases, Westlaw was launched as a ‘Case 
Summary Data Base.’ It contained only editorial headnotes for eight years of state cases and 15 
years of federal cases.”13 West originally focused on its key number system rather than full-text 
searching.14 However, Shrager notes, “While this approach made browsing easy, it quickly 
proved unsatisfactory. Full-text searching is one of the unique benefits of computer research.”15 
Eventually, to compete with Mead Data Central’s Lexis, Westlaw expanded to full-text searching 
of case, statutes, and secondary materials in the late 1970s.16  In the 1980s, Westlaw introduced 
Boolean searching of the content available.17 Westlaw introduced natural language searching and 
KeyCite in the 1990s.18 Even in 1999, when Westlaw.com was rolled out, it was marketed as 
being a complement to the print, with West making the product more “book-like.”19 In the early 
2000s, Westlaw started to use an algorithm that would suggest secondary materials when users 
would run case law searches.20 On February 10, 2010, Westlaw introduced WestlawNext and its 
Google-like search bar.21 Now we have entered the era of WestlawNext being rebranded as 
Westlaw. It is as if Thomson Reuters wants to erase the transition from Westlaw Classic to 
WestlawNext from our minds.  
 Bloomberg LP, a financial information service, announced Bloomberg Law in late 
2004/early 2005.22 Bloomberg Law started to move into the law school market in 2006, 
providing access to top law schools initially.23 Similar to Westlaw and LexisNexis, Bloomberg 
																																																								
7 See id. at 550-53. 
8 See id. at 553. 
9 LexisNexis, The LexisNexis Timeline: Celebrating Innovation . . . and 30 years of online legal research, 3, 4, 
http://lexisnexis.com/anniversary/30th_timeline_fulltxt.pdf. 
10 See id. at 7-8. 
11 Deborah E. Shrager, Saying Farewell to a Classic, Goodbye to Westlaw.com, AALL SPECTRUM, Dec. 2014, at 28. 




16 See id. 
17 See id. 
18 See id. at 30. (“It was a surprise to some that the former West Publishing Company would create a significant 
product with no print equivalent.”). 
19 See id. at 30-31. 
20 See id. at 31. 
21 See id. (“Most significantly, researchers are no longer required to understand “The System” to retrieve relevant 
information.”). 
22 See Michael Robak, The Bloomberg Citator: A First Look at BLAW’s Citation Function, AALL SPECTRUM, July 
2009, at 24. 
23 See Mary Ann Neary and George D. Wilson, Hello BLAW: Bloomberg Law, the Newcomer in Legal Research, 
Meets Academic Users, AALL SPECTRUM, Mar. 2009, at 16, 17. 
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started with a terminal based model, but has since moved to web-based.24 Bloomberg Law 
provided access to Bloomberg’s financial resources as well as to federal and state cases, federal 
and state statutes, dockets, a citator function called BCIT, and some secondary sources, which 
included the Bloomberg Law Reports.25 In 2011, Bloomberg purchased Bureau of National 
Affairs (BNA).26 In 2012, Bloomberg Law started heavily marketing in law schools, expanding 
its market share as one of the leading three commercial databases.27 
Outside of the realm of commercial databases, a number of free electronic legal resources 
have been developed. Google Scholar began on November 16, 2009.28 Google Scholar is free, 
unlike the big two (and now three) commercial legal databases. And we have reached a point 
where there is a call for Open Access.29 Court websites and legislature websites started including 
case opinions and statutes. The federal government has a number of websites that contain 
primary law, including statutes, case opinions, and regulations. With the passing of UELMA, 
states have been pushed to put official primary law materials online. The amount of material 
available online has changed rapidly over the last few decades, and with that in mind, it is worth 
asking, does print still have a role in legal research instruction? 
 
Historical Arguments for Teaching Print 
 
 Legal research instruction has historically been taught through print resources because 
print resources were the only means of legal research. But as was discussed previously, print is 
no longer the only game in town, and may not even be the main attraction anymore. There are a 
number of arguments that scholars have proposed in support of why print should be taught and 
used for legal research. Some of these arguments may still be valid for why we should be 
teaching print to students in 2016. 
 One argument in favor of print is the structure it provides to the research process. 
Electronic research is not as focused because of the amount of material and because of keyword 
searching. Print research is seen as a structured way to find law.30 Conversely, running searches 
in an electronic database is not as targeted.31 Patrick Meyer argues that electronic legal research 
can lead to sloppy research techniques and “output overload”, meaning there are just too many 
																																																								
24 See Michael Robak, Getting a Better Bead on Bloomberg Law, Apr. 24, 3013, 
http://www.aallnet.org/mm/Publications/spectrum/spectrum-online/bloomberg-law.html.  
25 See Neary, supra note 21, at 18. 
26 See Robak, Getting a Better Bead, supra note 24. 
27 See id. 
28 David Hall, Google, Westlaw, LexisNexis and Open Access: How the Demand for Free Legal Research Will 
Change the Legal Profession, 26 SYRACUSE SCI. & TECH. L. REP. 53 (2012); see also Deborah K. Hackerson, Access 
to Justice Starts in the Library: The Importance of Competent Research Skills and Free/Low-Cost Research 
Resources, 62 ME. L. REV. 473, 483-84 (2010). 
29 See Hall, supra note 28, at 53; see Hackerson, supra note 28, at 484-85. 
30 Charlotte L. Bynum and Claire Germain, Legal Research in the Internet Age, 26 CORNELL L. F. FAC. EDUC. 15, 16 
(1999-2000): 
Electronic is undoubtedly better for Shepardizing and for accessing library resources away from 
the library. Other than that, print is generally preferable—a surer, more systematic, more creative 
way to do legal research. There is an intellectual process involved as you walk around the library 
doing legal research. The problem emerges and develops along the way. Electronic legal research 
is more unthinking legal research. 
31 See Patrick Meyer, Think Before You Type: Observations of an Online Researcher, 13 PERSP: TEACHING LEGAL 
RES. & WRITING 19-23 (2004). 
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results returned that may not be relevant.32 Joan Shear criticizes students’ research method of 
running searches in databases endlessly and not finding material, explaining, “Online databases 
and search engines are only as smart as the searches they are asked to perform.”33 Shear notes 
that she does not teach print first because it was developed first or because she learned it first.34 
She teaches it because the structure of the information is clearer in print than the search box.35 
Harrington comically described the sentiment librarians held regarding the loss of indexed based 
systems in his history of computer assisted research, explaining, “Many law librarians were 
appalled to learn the new concept of computer-assisted research would operate free of their 
dearly beloved, elaborate structures of indexes and digests.”36 
Similar to structure, another argument in favor of print is that it provides context to 
students. Barbara Bintliff argues that online legal research does not have the same context as 
print.37 Electronic resources have an overwhelming amount of information yet the information 
lacks organization.38 Bintliff cites Bast and Pyle noting, “[S]tudents use their keyword search 
results to develop principles. They do not actually locate the principles in their research. 
Principles based on keywords rather than legal concepts may bear no relation to the actual state 
of the law, often disregarding the greater context in which the keyword is used.”39 In 2007, 
Sanford N. Greenberg surveyed Chicago-area lawyers to “determine whether the print primary 
sources, secondary sources, and finding tools on which many of us had been primarily trained 
were truly becoming an endangered species.”40 Survey respondents explained that print resources 
could be more effective for learning about the law, providing a “floodlight view” rather than “the 
Lexis laser beam.”41 Print resources are better for grasping the big picture of an area of law.42 
 Another argument in favor of print has to do with cost and access. Greenburg’s survey 
respondents’ sentiments regarding teaching print resources had to do with the cost of expensive 
online research for which clients did not want to pay.43 Greenburg points out that students have 
unlimited access to commercial databases that is free to them while in law school.44 However, 
students will not have this unlimited free access once they leave school and are working at law 
firms.45 In addition, survey respondents were disappointed with the new attorneys use of 
expensive online resources for preliminary research of new areas rather than using free print 
																																																								
32 See id. at 19; id. at 29 (citing LAWRENCE LESSIG, CODE AND OTHER LAWS OF CYBERSPACE 6 (1999)). 
33 Joan Shear, Elevating Form Above Substance, 9 AALL SPECTRUM, June 2005, at 10. 
34 See id. at 11. 
35 See id. at 11. 
36 See Harrington, supra note 4, at 546; see also STEVEN M. BARKAN, ET AL., FUNDAMENTALS OF LEGAL RESEARCH 
vi (10th ed. 2015): 
Our goal was to make the content useful to contemporary readers who are familiar with online 
tools (and indeed prefer them) while also covering print resources sufficiently to ground students 
in the structure of legal authority and provide a useful reference for those needing information 
about print legal materials. 
37 See Barbara Bintliff, Context and Legal Research, 99 L. LIBR. J. 249-266 (2005). 
38 See id. at 259. 
39 See id. at 260 (citing Carol M. Bast & Ransford C. Pyle, Legal Resarch in the Computer Age: A Paradigm Shift?, 
93 LAW LIBR. J. 285, 297, 2001 LAW LIBR. J. 13, ¶¶ 45-46). 
40 Sanford N. Greenberg, Legal Research Training: Preparing Students for a Rapidly Changing Research 
Environment, 13 LEGAL WRITING: J. LEGAL WRITING INSTIT. 241, 241 (2007). 
41 Id. 
42 See id. at 253-55. 
43 See id. 252-53. 
44 See id. 252-53, fn. 38 (citing ROBERT C. BERRING & ELIZABETH A. EDINGER, FINDING THE LAW 7 (12th ed. 2005).  
45 See id. 252-53, fn. 38 (citing BERRING & EDINGER, supra note 44, at 7). 
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resources for background.46 Other respondents noted that law students should learn print because 
they may not have access to online resources once they leave school.47 
 Other arguments in favor of print concern the display of information and the difficulty in 
browsing electronic resources.48 Further, a frequently mentioned argument was that not 
everything is online, although the amount of information available online has increased 
drastically over the years.49 A common theme is that statutory research is easier in print.50 Meyer 
proposed that electronic resources could lead to a diminished analogical reasoning because users 
focus on fact pattern keywords rather than on legal concepts.51 
 In contrast to the historical arguments in favor of print, James Milles argued that in 2004 
digital research beat out print research, noting, “. . . [T]he most heavily used research sources—
statutes, cases, administrative regulations and rulings, treatises, and even law journals—will be 
used almost exclusively in electronic format.”52 Milles points out that law librarians have a 
preference for print research that is either “an insistence that print resources are more effective 
for certain types of research and an untested assertion that learning to use print research first 
enables students to use online sources more effectively.”53 Milles believes that librarians hold a 
subjective opinion and force this on students.54 He also claims that students are “much more 
comfortable than previous generations with reading and using online texts,” and that “they find 
print aids, like tables of contents, less intuitive that (sic) we do.”55  
Milles goes on to state that he does not believe that legal research instructors need to 
introduce print research tools first, and then move on to electronic research.56 He argues that it is 
not proven that learning print first is beneficial for students, and that there are not gaps in the 
electronic resources as there previously were (regarding the print research tools).57 Milles instead 
argues that legal research instructors should shift their teaching methods, focusing on electronic 
resources first, and then filing in the where print is necessary.58 He explains that focusing on 
electronic research instead of “force-feeding print research to reluctant law students” would be 
																																																								
46 See id. at 242, 251 (“Despite the great and growing significance of online research, many of our respondents 
indicated that the ability to use print resources is still an important skill that law schools should teach new 
attorneys.” (citing BERRING & EDINGER, supra note 44)). 
47 See id. at 253, 259. 
48 See Patrick Meyer, Think Before You Type: Observations of an Outline Researcher, 13 PERSP: TEACHING LEGAL 
RES. & WRITING 19, 21-22 (2004). 
49 See id. at 19. 
50 See e.g., KENT C. OLSON, PRINCIPLES OF LEGAL RESEARCH 63 (2d ed. 2015). 
51 See id. at 19 (“The biggest concern with online legal research is that users often employ sloppy research 
techniques.”); see id. at 20. 
52 James Mills, Out of the Jungle: How to get beyond the digital v. print debate—and deal with the fact that digital 
won, 9 AALL SPECTRUM, Feb. 2005, at 10, 11. 
53 Id. 
54 See id. 
55 Id. 
56 See id. 
57 See id. (“One could, with just as much reason, insist on teaching legal writing by starting with quill pens.” Id. at 
11); see id. at 16 (“In teaching legal research, we ought to favor electronic resources, unless there is a demonstrable 
and significant benefit to using print. Mere tradition and trivial benefits of print resources are no longer persuasive to 
students raised on digital information and may not be sufficient to justify the cost of maintaining print.”). 
58 See id. at 11. 
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more useful to students.59 Legal research instructors could focus on research strategy, 
information literacy, and evaluating the authority and reliability of online and print sources.60 
 
My Research Method 
 
 When starting this paper, I decided to create a chart to see what legal resources included 
what content. I created a chart for certain types of legal resources: secondary sources, federal 
statutes, state statutes (using Washington State as an example), federal cases, state cases (using 
Washington as an example), and regulations – CFR and Federal Register.61 I looked at the print 
available for each of these types of material.62 I also examined their online counterparts.  For the 
online resources, I looked at the big three commercial databases (Westlaw, Lexis Advance, and 
Bloomberg Law) and a variety of lower cost and free resources (Google Scholar, LII, 
HeinOnline, FindLaw, government websites – including court and legislature websites, and 
Ravel Law).  I assessed what was available, the origin, the coverage, and the finding tools. Also, 
I looked at what was missing.  
Next, I went through a number of legal research “textbooks” to see what these had to say 
about print and electronic resources. I have never taught a legal research course, so I wanted to 
look at textbooks to see how they were organized. 
 
Table 1. Legal Research Textbooks 
 
Book Authors Organization? 
Federal Legal Research, 2nd ed. 
(2015) 
Mary Garvey Alegro, Spencer 
L. Simons, Suzanne E. Rowe, 
Scott Childs, & Sarah E. Ricks 
Includes a section on choosing 
between online and print 
resources. 
Legal Research in a Nutshell, 
12th ed. (2016) 
Morris L. Cohen & Kent C. 
Olson 
Contains a mix of online and 
print in each chapter for each 
type of material 
Fundamentals of Legal 
Research, 10th ed. (2015) 
Steven Barkan, Barbara 
Bintliff, & Mary Whisner 
Separate chapter on electronic 
legal research 
Principles of Legal Research, 
2nd ed. (2015) 
Kent Olson Discusses research methods in 
both electronic and print 
resources. 
Washington Legal Research, 2nd 
ed. (2009) 
Julie Heintz-Cho, Tom Cobb, 
& Mary A. Hotchkiss 
Incorporates online research 
into each chapter. Print 
research first, then electronic 
research in each chapter. 
Finding the Law, 12th ed. (2005) Robert C. Berring & Elizabeth 
A. Edinger 
Incorporates both online 
resources and print resources 
into each chapter. 
																																																								
59 See id. at 16. 
60 Id.; but see Greenburg, supra note 40, at 260 n.50 (regarding process oriented approach to legal research). 
61 I would like to thank the librarians at Gallagher Law Library at the University of Washington for creating and 
updating research guides on finding statutes, cases, and regulations, as these were of great help when finding where 
different materials were available online. 
62 See id. Again, using the resources available at Gallagher Law Library. 
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How to Find the Law, 9th ed. 
(1989)63 
Morris L. Cohen, Robert C. 
Berring, & Kent C. Olson 
 
 
I thought the best way to determine whether print should be taught was to try to put 
together a syllabus for a legal research course using only electronic resources and see what was 
missing, if anything. The chart in Appendix A contains information regarding those electronic 
resources in February to March of 2016. As we all know, electronic resources are changing 
rapidly, so this information will be old by the time this paper is finished. However, making this 
chart was a great way for me to learn more about what resources could be found online. For 
future research on this topic, I would like to send out a survey to legal research instructors to see 
what the trend is in legal research instruction – whether print is taught at all and in what context. 
I would also like to do more historical research on the development of some of these electronic 
resources and the changes in legal research instruction over the years. 
 
Making a Syllabus for Electronic Legal Research 
 
To assess whether or not print still has a role in legal research instruction, I thought it 
would be interesting to attempt to create a syllabus for a legal research course using only 
electronic resources. 
 
Table 2. Syllabus for Legal Research Course Using Only Electronic Resources 
 
Week Topic Resources to be used 
Week 1 Introduction Textbook reading discussing sources of law, Boolean 
searching, keyword searching, using finding tools (indexes 
and tables of contents), and research strategy 
Week 2 Secondary Sources Legal Encyclopedias (W, L, B), Law Journals (W, L, 
HeinOnline), ALR (W), Treatises (W, L, B) 
Week 3 Statutes – Federal USCA (W) and USCS (L) 
Week 4 Statutes – Federal 
(free resources) 
Codes on Legislature’s website, LII 
Week 5 Statutes – State 
(Washington) 
RCWA, Washington State Legislature’s website 
Week 6 Cases – Federal Westlaw & KeyCite & KeyNumbers, Lexis & Shepardizing 
(Citators) 
Week 7 Cases - Federal Bloomberg Law, Ravel Law, and Google Scholar 
Week 8 Cases – State 
(Washington) 
Westlaw, Lexis, Bloomberg, Washington Courts, Google 
Scholar 
Week 9 Regulations Westlaw, Lexis, ProQuest Congressional, eCFR, FDsys 
Week 10 Legislative History 
– Federal 
Westlaw, Lexis, ProQuest Congressional, HeinOnline 
Week 11 Legislative History 
– State 
Westlaw, Lexis, HeinOnline, State Legislature’s website, 
State Archive’s website (if available) 
																																																								
63 I looked at this for historical reasons to look at how electronic/online research (or computer-assisted legal 
research) was discussed in 1989. 
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(Washington) 
Week 12 Historical Materials HeinOnline, Westlaw, Lexis, Government websites 
 
W = Westlaw; L = Lexis Advance; B = Bloomberg Law 
 
 The above draft syllabus is very basic, and does not go into much detail, but I wanted to 
focus on the resources that could be used for each source of law (and secondary sources). I have 
never developed a curriculum before, and I have not taught a legal research class. Developing a 
syllabus seemed like a great way to decide if print should be taught.64 I have previously taken 
two legal research courses, both of which incorporated the use of print materials with electronic 
materials. Learning about print stuck with me because of the ability to browse and because of my 
enjoyment of physical books; however, I was curious about this after reading a paper65 and 
talking to classmates in my Legal Research Methods class. I started to wonder if we could learn 
everything using only online resources. 
Because the students would be using electronic resources exclusively, I think the students 
would benefit from having the first week of class focusing on Boolean searching and keyword 
searching. If these two concepts are taught in the first week, the students will learn a large part of 
the foundation necessary for exploring the online resources that emphasize search terms over the 
use of other finding tools (specifically the print finding tools – but I will get into this part later).66 
However, students also need to learn how to navigate finding tools such as tables of contents and 
indexes. Many platforms now include these traditionally print finding tools as an additional way 
to navigate through the online material. As has been discussed previously, many scholars believe 
that these finding tools provide structured ways of doing legal research. Students would benefit 
from learning more than just crafting search terms as a way to become a well-rounded effective 
legal researcher. 
Weeks three and four could potentially be combined, teaching commercial databases and 
free resources for federal statutes; however, students may be overwhelmed by the amount of 
material available on each of these sites. Students need to learn the differences between the 
commercial databases and the free websites, the tools available on each, and how to evaluate the 
validity and currency of sites, which may take longer than a week to explain. State case law 
could potentially be taught in week four in combination with free sources of case law, since the 
commercial databases for case law (Westlaw and Lexis) will have already been introduced in the 
previous week. I thought it would be good to introduce legislative history and historical material 
at the end of the semester as a way to review some of the concepts used in the earlier weeks of 
the course and because law school students may need to learn how to find older material when 
they are in practice. This may be a weak area for electronic resources, as there are gaps in 
coverage for certain platforms. Students need to know where they can find historical material if 
the platform they are looking at only goes back to a certain date.  
Further, I struggled with the amount of time to spend on secondary sources. I think these 
are extremely beneficial for students to learn about in law school so they can use them in their 
																																																								
64 This was also good for me to learn about teaching for personal reasons – as I was interviewing for positions that 
were very teaching oriented. 
65 See Sears, supra note 1.  
66 See eg. Sears, supra note 1, at 45 (“This class did not focus on Lexis-Nexis or Westlaw specifically, but rather on 
formulating queries; selecting databases; using terms, connectors, and ‘wild card’ operators; searching using 
Boolean logic and natural language; searching for phrases; and managing results and costs.”). 
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future endeavors. Secondary sources provide students with important background information 
and overviews on areas of law and legal concepts. They are great starting points for legal 
research assignments because of the explanations and the citations to primary law. Students do 
not have to reinvent the wheel with each new legal research assignment. 
This syllabus only focuses on the resources that would be taught, not how they would be 
taught to the students. Electronic resources can be introduced in lecture and then reinforced 
through in-class exercises. Students would be able to follow along on their computers as a way to 
engage with the resource during class. Students would then have to use these resources to 
complete out of class assignments, such as receiving a research assignment for which the 
students have to conduct research, keep a journal detailing their research strategy, and prepare a 
memorandum stating the law and the answer. 
 
Students Want Online! 
 
 Law students and new associates typically run to online resources when conducting legal 
research. Online is familiar. Students have grown up with the ability to use Google to find 
information instantaneously. Google’s prevalence is even noticeable in the changes made to 
Westlaw and Lexis’ search bars. Both platforms now have a single search bar that supports 
natural language searching.  
It is interesting that most of the legal research “textbooks” listed in Table 1 addressed the 
issue of students’ apprehension towards print and affection for electronic resources somewhere 
in the book.  Perhaps the authors felt that they had to justify illustrating how to use print 
materials to their readers.67 Students can do legal research in their pajamas if they want, as 
electronic legal resources expand where and when students can access materials.68 
In 2014, Dennis S. Sears discussed law students’ desire to use electronic resources in his 
legal research course at BYU.69 Sears writes, “The glitz of online sources in conjunction with the 
rise of a digital generation with its demands for quick and easy access to information has made 
the teaching of print sources appear outdated, if not downright Luddite.”70 Sears explains, “Many 
legal professionals have expressed an uneasiness not only about the demands of the rising 
generation for unfettered access to online sources, but about their antipathy (if not downright 
hostility) toward learning to use print materials.”71 Sears quotes the Thomson West Research 
Skills for Lawyers and Law Students white paper that notes that partners at law firms think that 
first year associates are “over-reliant on electronic resources” and “almost completely incapable 
of book research.”72 
Further, Stefan H. Krieger and Katrina Fischer Kuh wrote that the students that were 
assigned print research roles in their empirical study regarding the impact of resource medium on 
the research process (discussed further below) wanted to use electronic resources while 
																																																								
67 See e.g., JULIE HEINTZ-CHO, ET AL., WASHINGTON LEGAL RESEARCH 19 (2d. ed. 2009) (“Still, the tendency today 
for most new researchers is to operate in an online environment.  Most students entering law school today are digital 
natives who have grown up with technology such as computers, cell phones, and MP3 players.”). 
68 See Mary Whisner, The Pajama Way of Research, 99 LAW LIBR. J. 847, 847, 848 (2007). 
69 See Sears, supra note 1. 
70 Id. at 38-39. 
71 Id. at 39. 
72 See id. at 41 (quoting Thomson West, Research Skills for Lawyers and Law Students [White Paper] (Thomson 
West 2007)). 
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researching the hypothetical problem.73 One of the students thought print was fun because it is 
old-fashioned, but the student also thought it was wasteful and would have preferred to use a 
word search in the text.74 
 
So, Does Print Still Have a Role? 
 
 After analyzing the scope of electronic resources available and the finding tools 
accessible online, I do think that some of the historical arguments in support of teaching print are 
still valid and relevant. Print research for certain materials should be taught because of ease and 
efficiency for certain materials. In addition, not EVERYTHING is accessible electronically (or 
at least not yet – sorry, I have to include this cliché comment). Research strategies can differ 
when students use electronic resources rather than print. Further, the 2015 ABA Technology 
Survey Report shows that electronic resources are used predominately; however, attorneys are 
still using print resources for certain areas of law and for certain materials. 
I agree with Greenberg’s thoughts that print resources teach students certain research 
skills that are also useful when using electronic resources. Greenberg highlights these skills as 
“how to conceptualize a problem, how to access a resource through an index or table of contents, 
and how to evaluate the credibility and authoritativeness of a resource.”75 However, some of 
these skills can still be taught through only electronic resources, something that I cannot believe 
that I am writing. For example, with Westlaw’s inclusion of indexes for its electronic treatises, 
we can still teach students about how to use an index to access relevant materials. Granted, 
demonstrating the usefulness of an index may be better in print. Greenburg argues that the 
additions of the tables of contents and other finding tools online “increase the similarity between 
the methodologies of print and online research, and the latter retains the clear advantage of 
nearly instant updating.”76 With regard to credibility and authoritativeness of a resource, this is 
even more important when doing electronic research because of the amount of information and 
the nature of the Internet.77 
Based on my research, I would still use print to demonstrate how to use certain secondary 
sources, specifically nutshells, hornbooks, legal encyclopedias, and treatises. I would also still 
use print to demonstrate how to find statutes. But I also agree with Greenberg’s comment that “a 
major challenge facing legal research professors is how to integrate print and online research 
training without seeming hopelessly old-fashioned to our tech-savvy students.”78 Many of the 
textbooks that I read discussed something similar to this sentiment as well. The authors struggled 
																																																								
73 Stefan H. Krieger and Katrina Fischer Kuh, Accessing Law: An Empirical Study Exploring the Influence of Legal 
Research Medium,16 VAND. J. ENT. & TECH. L. 757, 786 (2013) (“Nearly half of the print subjects expressed an 
interest in researching the problem using an electronic medium (one particularly frustrated subject did so on five 
occasions); none of the electronic subjects expressed a desire to access print sources.”). 
74 See id. at 786; see also Lee F. Peoples, The Death of the Digest and the Pitfalls of Electronic Research: What Is 
the Modern Legal Researcher to Do?, 97 LAW LIBR. J. 661, 674-75 (2005): 
Even when I revealed to the students how successful they were with the print digest, they 
responded that they still preferred electronic resources over the print digest. Today’s students do 
not share some law librarians’ devotion to the print digest. For all practical purposes, the print 
digest is dead to these students before they learn it exists. 
Id. at 675. 
75 See Greenberg, supra note 40, at 243. 
76 See id. at 262. 
77 See id. at 267. 
78 See id. at 243. 
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with where to include electronic research. For example, in Fundamentals of Legal Research, the 
authors were not sure whether to include electronic research as a separate chapter or whether to 
include it in each chapter.79 
Teaching electronic resources and print resources do not have to be mutually exclusive. 
Legal research instructors can teach print and can teach in-depth principles of research strategy, 
information literacy, and how to evaluate the authority and reliability of both online and print 
resources.80 I do not think anyone is teaching students how to Shepardize in print, or at least I 
would argue that this is unnecessary. However, just because a professor teaches print does not 
mean that the professor cannot focus predominately on research methods and effective electronic 
research. I agree more with Greenburg and Sears that both can be taught, with a focus on the 
process, not necessarily on the medium of the resource.81 Bring in print and electronic at the 
same time. Some students may prefer print. I was that student, even though it was no longer 
required to be used in legal research assignments. I just prefer the format for certain material. 
Demonstrating the availability of print in particular resources is easy and quick, and may be 
extremely beneficial to some students. However, it should not be the focus of the instruction, as 
we have seen with the availability of law online.82 
 
Variance in Research Strategies 
 
In 2013, Stefan H. Krieger and Katrina Fischer Kuh conducted an empirical study that 
analyzed the research process of students using print and electronic sources for legal research.83 
This study seems to address Milles’ argument that there was no evidence that teaching students 
print was beneficial.84 Krieger and Kuh gave a group of law students a legal research problem 
and divided the group into two: half would use print resources and the other half would use 
electronic resources.85 It is interesting that all of the student volunteers were deemed “eligible to 
serve as electronic subjects;” however, students needed additional experience to be deemed 
eligible for conducting legal research in print.86  
																																																								
79 See BARKAN, supra note 36, at vi. 
80 See Milles, supra note 52, at 16. 
81 See Sears, supra note 1, at 45-46 (“At this point, I had abandoned any preference in my teaching of print 
materials, and focused instead on developing and honing the research skills of my students, while providing them a 
‘toolkit’ of resources they could use, depending on the circumstances in which they might find themselves.”). 
82See Appendix A. 
83 See Krieger & Kuh, supra note 73, at 757: 
This Article presents the results of one of the most robust empirical studies conducted to date 
comparing research processes using print and electronic sources. . . . Some of the observed 
differences between print and electronic research processes confirm predictions offered, but never 
before confirmed, about how the research medium changes the research process. 
Id. at 757 
The primary aim of the study was to compare the research and reasoning process of law students 
conducting legal research using electronic and print media to identify whether and how the 
research medium influenced those processes. The study was not, however, intended or designed to 
offer definitive conclusions about the effects of the medium (print or electronic) used for legal 
research. The study was preliminary, qualitative, and limited in scope. It used a small sample size 
and did not control for a variety of demographic and other factors. 
Id. at 763. 
84 See Milles, supra note 47. 
85 See Krieger & Kuh, supra note 73, at 762-63. 
86 See id. at 764, n.29. 
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When analyzing the research methods of the students, the authors note that the students 
using print resources were more likely to frame searches using legal concepts, whereas the 
students using electronic resources were more likely to frame searches using facts.87 The students 
also chose different legal concepts depending on the medium that they used.88 Further, the 
students that used electronic resources ran more searches and switched “research frames” more 
often than the students that used print resources.89 Krieger and Kuh also point out that with 
regard to sources accessed, the largest difference between the two mediums were secondary 
sources and cases.90 The students using print resources accessed secondary sources 88% of the 
time as opposed to the electronic using students that accessed them only 22% of the time.91 The 
students that used electronic resources accessed cases 60% of the time, whereas the students 
using print accessed cases only 2% of the time.92 Related to this, students using print typically 
started using secondary sources.93 Students using electronic resources typically started in cases.94 
Krieger and Kuh explained that instructors and professionals should be concerned about the shift 
in research styles because of the drastic difference in sources relied upon by the students, arguing 
that they should be concerned “that the decreased reliance on secondary sources could unmoor 
researchers from important legal context.”95 
As stated previously, the subjects also differed in the area of legal concepts on which they 
focused for the hypothetical problem that Krieger and Kuh posed to the students.96 However, the 
authors chose a hypothetical that was a novel problem that did not have a correct answer.97 
Because of this, it is unclear which of the two formats provided the better answer. The authors 
explain that some of the electronic researchers got lost in case law related to tort concepts and 
struggled with determining the relevance of the cases to the problem.98 After the authors’ 
extensive empirical study, they came up with two predictions regarding electronic research: “(1) 
that print researchers were likely to show greater uniformity than electronic researchers with 
respect to the legal theories that they identify as relevant; and (2) electronic researchers are more 





87 See id. at 773-74, 777. 
88 See id. at 774. 
89 See id. at 777. 
90 See id. at 779. 
91 See id. at 779-80. 
92 See id. at 779. 
93 See id. at 780. 
94 See id. at 781. 
95 See id. at 782: 
Indeed, as discussed in Part II.B.4, the data not only show that electronic subjects reviewed more 
cases but also that electronic subjects oriented their research and conclusions more toward tort law 
concepts of little relevance to the problem. Our reading of the transcripts suggested that electronic 
subjects tended to locate, and then focus on, a large body of case law considering the potential 
liability, in negligence of a landlord to a tenant when the tenant is injured by a third party on the 
owner’s property. 
Id. at 782, n.148. 
96 See id. at 785. 
97 See id. at 785. 
98 See id. at 785. 




Browsing (or the browseability of print) is one of the historical arguments in favor of 
print that I believe still holds true. Browsing is beneficial for students in learning how to do legal 
research.100 Browsing is a form of information behavior theory. Ford discusses browsing as an 
information seeking strategy.101 Ford discusses Ellis’ definition of browsing, “Scanning 
documents in the hope of finding useful information. This may entail flipping through a journal, 
scanning indexes or tables of contents, scanning library shelves, etc.”102 Ford also discusses 
Marchionini’s three different types of browsing: (1) directed browsing, (2) semi-directed 
browsing, and (3) undirected browsing.103 
Browsing can be “aimless searching” or “goal-directed searching.”104 I think you also 
lose that serendipitous finding online, which can come from browsing a print resource. Perhaps a 
keyword search online will help a student stumble upon the correct information, but browsing 
through pages seems more amenable to stumbling upon the correct answer (although maybe we 
should not be encouraging students to “stumble upon” the right answer, maybe I should phrase it 
as “educated browsing”). 
In Krieger and Kuh’s empirical study, the authors decided to examine the students’ 
browsing tendencies in both print and electronic resources because it is often a useful research 
method.105 Krieger and Kuh defined browsing as “where the subject surveyed or scanned a table 
of contents, index, or similar compilation to identify topics warranting further research.”106 They 
explained that other scholars have been dissatisfied with the browseability of electronic 
resources, so they wanted to see if they could provide empirical evidence regarding the browsing 
of finding aids.107 Krieger and Kuh explain that print browsing occurred more often than 
																																																								
100 See OLSON, supra note 50, at 20: 
It is easier to browse from section to section in a book than online, and therefore to see related 
topics and to develop a sense of how a field of law is organized. Searching online may find 
individual documents matching the specific terms in a search, but it will not reveal analogies that 
might be discussed in related sections of a treatise or encyclopedia. 
101 FORD, NIGEL, INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION BEHAVIOR (2015) 
102 See id. at 51. 
103 See id. at 54: 
• Directed browsing entails scanning one or more information sources in a systematic way, looking 
for specific information. This might include, for example, scanning a number of journal papers 
looking for a specific piece of information. 
• Semi-directed browsing is halfway between directed and undirected, and refers to a situation in 
which the person is actively searching, but not in an intensive systematic and focused way. An 
example is entering a general word into a search engine and browsing through what is retrieved to 
see if there is anything interesting. 
• Undirected browsing refers to a situation in which the person is not focusing on any specific 
information need – for example, when flipping through a magazine. 
Id. at 54. 
104 See DONALD O. CASE, LOOKING FOR INFORMATION: A SURVEY OF RESEARCH ON INFORMATION SEEKING, NEEDS, 
AND BEHAVIOR 89 (2d ed. 2007). 
105 See Krieger & Kuh, supra note 73, at 782. 
106 See id. 
107 See id. at 782, n.149: 
[F]or a print subject, this included perusing the index of a case digest; for an electronic subject, 
this included reviewing the topics listed in an “Area of Law by Topic” screen. Print subjects’ 
perusal of book titles were not coded and electronic subjects’ perusal of a result list were not 
coded. 
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electronic resource browsing; however the authors do explain that their definition of browsing 
may have been narrower than what others may deem as browsing (like perusing).108 The authors 
highlight one print user’s thoughts of the ease of browsing in print as compared to browsing an 
electronic resources, “A lot of what I’m doing right now is as I’m flipping through I’m thinking 
to myself, gosh, when you do get something that you want it’s so helpful because you see how 
many areas there are as opposed to on the computer, just the computer seems vastly simpler.”109  
Further, Krieger and Kuh cite to Julie M. Jones’ article, “Not Just Key Numbers and 
Keywords Anymore: How User Interface Design Affects Legal Research,” in which Jones 
argues that the interface design of Westlaw discourages browsing through the difficulty of 
accessing tables of contents, popular name tables, and indices.110 However, Westlaw has made 
these finding tools more accessible through the updates made to the platform over the years. This 




I want my print finding tools online. Not to sound too much like Dire Straits or Veruca 
Salt, but the print finding tools for legal resources are incredibly useful. Sears argues that print 
finding tools such as tables of contents, indexes, digests, and citators are extremely powerful, 
have been “refined over decades and provide an access capability that is lacking in the results 
from an online search query.”111 Milles correctly points out that “[o]nline sources are 
increasingly incorporating all the structural elements and search tools of print.”112 However, 
Sears states that the finding tools that have been imported online “seem to lack some of the 
sophistication of the print sources.”113  
Some of the tools that have been incorporated online are easier to use than others. Tables 
of contents seem fairly easy to navigate online. Westlaw, Lexis Advance, and Bloomberg Law 
have included tables of contents for many of the resources they have available. The tables of 
contents are expandable and hyperlinked. Users can read through the topically organized table of 
contents and then simply click on the hyperlink to view that particular section.  
Westlaw is in the lead on incorporating print finding tools online. Lexis Advance 
includes tables of contents, but the platform does not include indexes. Bloomberg Law also 
includes tables of contents for some of its material. HeinOnline includes PDFs of the print 
finding tools for the US Code and other state codes, which is extremely helpful. Rather than 
scrolling down through the tools, Hein has a next page button. It is much more similar to turning 
pages in a book; however, it does take time for each page to load. 
 
																																																																																																																																																																																		
Id. at 782-83. I am not sure if I agree with the authors’ decision to exclude the perusing of results lists for electronic 
resource users from the definition of browsing though. Looking through the results of a keyword search seems like 
browsing to me, but the authors chose to exclude this from how they coded the results of their empirical study. 
108 See id. at 783. 
109 Id. at 783. 
110 See id. at 783 (citing Julie M. Jones, Not Just Key Numbers and Keywords Anymore: How User Interface Design 
Affects Legal Research, 101 LAW LIBR. J. 7, 18-19 (2009)). 
111 See Sears, supra note 1, at 39. 
112 See Milles, supra note 1, at 11. 
113 See Sears, supra note 1, at 40. 
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Illustration 1. Image of Am. Jur. 2d. for Animals.114  
 
Westlaw now incorporates some of the print finding tools for a variety of resources. 
Illustration 1 is a screenshot of Westlaw. This screenshot shows Am. Jur. 2d’s table of contents 
for the topic Animals. The electronic table of contents is expandable and contains hyperlinks into 
each section. Students may perceive this as more convenient than going to the stacks and 
obtaining the volume on Animals. Westlaw has included links on the right hand-side of the 
screen under Tools & Resources that are similar to the print finding tools. Am. Jur. 2d includes 
the General Index, which is also hyperlinked.  
 
  
Illustration 2. Image of United States Code Annotated (USCA) on Westlaw.115  
																																																								
114 Found at 
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Browse/Home/SecondarySources/TextsTreatises/AmericanJurisprudence2d?guid=Ide9a
4070993f11d8b642f5efee5c0e30&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Def
ault), taken on April 23, 2016. 
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 For the USCA, Westlaw has included the USCA-Historical, USCA Find Template, 
USCA Index, USCA Popular Name Table, and USCA Tables (if you click here, it opens a search 
page for Table 2. Statutes at Large where you can search by public law number, statutes at large, 
or acts prior to 1957 and you can select table 1, 3, 4, and 5). This may be where my print bias 
comes out the most in this paper because, as I explained earlier, print indexes are my preferred 
finding tool. The print version of the USCA (2015) edition available at Gallagher Law Library 
has a multi volume alphabetically organized general index, a two volume popular names table, 
and three volumes of tables (table 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5). The beginning of each of the tables volumes 
contains an explanation. The downside to the print tables is that they are not hyperlinked. 
 Most electronic resources do not incorporate indexes online besides Westlaw. I decided 
to take a look at the index for the USCA available on Westlaw and the index in print to compare 
the two. The 2015 General Index of the USCA contains 4 volumes organized alphabetically.116 
Each volume contains a preface that explains to users how to use the general index.117 The 2015 
General Index has a 2015 copyright date, and informs users that it is current through Pub. L. 113-
296 of the Second Session of the 113th Congress.118 
To access the index of the USCA on Westlaw, you select the USCA, and then select the 
index from the right hand side of the page. Westlaw’s index for the USCA has all of the terms 
for a particular letter of the alphabet on the same screen. Personally, I do not think it is easily 
navigable due to the amount of scrolling required. There are convenience factors in that it is 
hyperlinked and searchable. The scope information for the index online says that it is copyright 
2014, but it also says “coverage: current data.”119 Looking at the first page of the Index in print 
and the first few entries under “A” online, I can see that the print includes acts with the cross-
reference “See Popular Name Table;” whereas, these terms are not included online.120 I went to 
Animals in print, and it spans 9 pages that I can skim through.121 If I click on Animals online, I 
am brought to a screen that is split into three different hyperlinked pages (A-Exemptions, 
Exhibitions – Notice, and Nutrition – Zoonotic). On this page, I cannot skim through all of the 
subheadings to decide if the topic I am interested in is listed under Animal. I have to go through 
all three results. Also, I cannot run a search for food within all three of the hyperlinked pages. 
Searching for food from that page returns results from throughout all of the USCA, not just 




115 Found at 
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Browse/Home/StatutesCourtRules/UnitedStatesCodeAnnotatedUSCA?transitionType=D
efault&contextData=(sc.Default), taken on May 19, 2016.  
116 U.S.C.A. General Index (2015). The volumes are split A-C, D-I, J-R, and S-Z.  
117 See id. at V–VII. 
118 See id. 
119 See 
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Browse/Home/StatutesCourtRules/UnitedStatesCodeAnnotatedUSCA/UnitedStatesCode
AnnotatedIndex?contextData=(sc.Default)&transitionType=Default#, taken on May 14, 2016. 
120 See U.S.C.A. General Index, supra note 116, at A-C 1. 
121 See id. at 341-49. 
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Illustration 3. Image of United States Code Annotated (USCA) Index for Animals on 
Westlaw.122 
 
Once I click on the first set of entries, I can scroll through the index subheadings or run a 
control+F search for a term (but not a Westlaw search within the topic Animals).  However, for 
subsubheadings, I have to click into those to access the hyperlinked USCA section. It is easy to 
get lost within the index online, stuck in the hyperlinks not knowing which subheading or 
subsubheading I am under anymore. The word Animals-Cont’d is not at the top of each column. 
For some of the subheadings Westlaw includes indentations to show the varying levels online; 




122 Found at 
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Browse/Home/StatutesCourtRules/UnitedStatesCodeAnnotatedUSCA/UnitedStatesCode
AnnotatedIndex?nodeguid=I1855cd20457311e58d26f73d76792510&transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Def
ault), taken on May 19, 2016. 
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Illustration 4. Image of United States Code Annotated (USCA) Index for Animals in print.123 
 
Even though the print index is easier to navigate, the electronic version has some 
benefits. It is keyword searchable. It is also hyperlinked, which is more convenient for getting to 
the statute (however, I am still a proponent of teaching students how to use statutes in print – see 
discussion below). Students should be encouraged to use an index for finding materials because 
it is a more targeted way of finding relevant information rather than running searches for terms 
students think may be correct. Indexes contain cross-references to help students find the 
preferred term even if that was not the term they originally thought of trying.124 It may be easier 
to demonstrate the ease of using an index in print first to explain the tool, and then show the 
students where and how to use it online. 
I have focused on Westlaw’s indexes because they have them available online. Most of 
the other platforms do not contain indexes.125 HeinOnline has PDFs of the US Code’s general 
index as well as the general indexes for the Revised Code of Washington and the CFR.126 With 
regard to the federal statutes, many of the different platforms have the popular names table, and 
some have the parallel table of authorities. 
 With all of this said, we have seen the addition of a number of finding tools that are being 
used for electronic resources that are not tied to a print resource. For example, KeyCite and 
Shepard’s are the big two commercial databases’ finding tools (outside of a search box). Both of 
these have grown out of print resources, but have been expanded to include icons that signify the 
																																																								
123 See U.S.C.A. General Index, supra note 116, at A-C 341. 
124 See Sears, supra note 1, at 42 
In addressing statutory research specifically, which he described as ‘a tricky proposition’ online, 
Meyer noted that instead of using a table of contents, ‘students often rely on a full-text database 
search . . . [which] magnifies the negative effect of excluding synonyms in their search queries 
(which is their habit) in a database that contains the esoteric language that is typical of codes.’ He 
concluded that ‘[a] good print index is cross-referenced, and . . . alleviated that problem. 
Id. at 42. 
125 See Appendix A. 
126 See Appendix A. 
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type of treatment and depth of discussion of a case. Google scholar has added a citator function, 
granted it does not inform users of whether or not the treatment is negative or positive. 
Bloomberg law has BCite, which Michael Robak analyzed.127 Ravel Law, which started in 2012, 
introduced Search Visualization and Case Analytics as finding tools.128 The Search Visualization 
tool seems wonderful for visual learners.129 It uses different sized circles to show individual case 
results for searches. The size of the circle indicates how often the case is cited. The bigger the 
circle, the more often it is cited. If a user hovers over a circle, lines connect that case to other 
cases that have cited it.130 
 
 
Illustration 5. Image of Search Visualization for search “animals” on Ravel Law.131 
 
Lee, Azyndar, and Mattson discuss the search visualization tool of Ravel Law as the next 
generation of legal research tools.132 They explain that Ravel Law designed the tool as a way to 
help users contextualize results.133 
																																																								
127 See Robak, The Bloomberg Citator, supra note 22, at 24-26; Robak, Getting a Better Bead, supra note 24. 
128 See Ravel, Search Visualization, https://www.ravellaw.com/product/search; Ravel, Case Analytics, 
https://www.ravellaw.com/product/opinions; see also Katrina June Lee, Susan Azyndar, and Ingrid Mattson, A New 
Era: Integrating Today’s “Next Gen” Research Tools Ravel And Casetext in the Law School Classroom, 41 Rutgers 
Computer & Tech. L.J. 31, 35-36, 50-53 (2015). 
129 See Lee, Azyndar, & Mattson, supra note 128, at 55-56. 
130 See id. at 51-53. 
131 Found at https://www.ravellaw.com/search/m?query=animals, taken on May 19, 2016. 
132 See Lee, Azyndar, & Mattson, supra note 128, at 53. 
133 See id. at 53: 
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Hierarchical vs. Chronological Structure 
 
 Similar to the browseability of print resources discussed in the above section, print 
resources should still be taught for resources that are hierarchically organized. Hierarchically 
organized materials include statutes, treatises, hornbooks, and nutshells. Hierarchically organized 
materials build on previous sections. It means that the sections relate to one another. 
Hierarchically structured materials assume that the user has read the previous sections. These 
materials are easier to grasp and understand when they are used in print. A user can flip back and 
forth between sections much easier than clicking the next button online. Students would benefit 
from learning how to use statutes in print because they would be able to see how the different 
sections of the statute fit together.134 Many of the sections of a statute refer back to other sections 
of the code. Yes, online codes contain hyperlinks to the other sections, but students may get lost 
in the links. Definition sections of statutes may apply to an entire chapter; however, students may 
not realize this when looking at a code online (granted students may not realize this when 
looking in a book either). Westlaw and Lexis have next and previous buttons, and these are an 
attempt to put a section of a statute in context and allow for users to navigate between sections of 
a code; however, previous and next or “▹ § "” leave something to be desired. Westlaw also 
includes a table of contents button that opens a pop up to assist users in navigating the code, 
which again, is a start, but it is not as good of a teaching tool as using the print. 
 Chronologically organized material may not be necessary to teach in print. 
Chronologically organized materials include cases, ALRs, law journals, and statutes at large. 
These resources are not connected to the previous pages in the printed source. One section does 
not relate to the next. For example, a case that starts on page 700 of a reporter is not related to 
the case that was printed on page 695 of the same volume. This is the same with ALRs. Each 
article is printed in the order that it is written, not in an order that puts related articles together. 
The index is what allows users to find topically related articles. 
All of these electronic resources allow users to click “next,” but are students 
understanding the connectedness of the sections?135 It plays into the loss of context and the lack 
of structure that Bintliff argued. The print version of statutes (and annotated statutes) does not 
separate the sections. Multiple section may be on the same page. Hierarchically organized 
material needs to be read in context. Sections of statutes are related to one another. Students do 
																																																																																																																																																																																		
Ravel’s founders frame their goal as “contextualization,” i.e., to make legal research “more intuitive, more thorough, 
and give people greater confidence that they’re finding the cases that are best suited to their need.” In the past, legal 
researchers have relied largely on textual representations of relationships (e.g., comparing numbers of citations), but 
now Ravel renders these complex relationships more visible. 
Id. at 53 (citing Robert Ambrogi, Vision Quest: Visual Law Services are Worth a Thousand Words – and Big 
Money, 100 A.B.A. J. 35, 37 (2014)). 
134 See OLSON, supra note 50, at 63: 
Even if you normally do all of your other work online, you might find it easier to begin statutory 
research with a printed code. To understand the scope of a specific section, it’s usually necessary 
to see an entire code chapter or title.  Scanning a few pages in a code volume can be easier than 
going from document to document in an online service.  In addition, because the wording in 
statutes can be even more vague and technical than the language in other legal writing, the terms 
used in a code section may not be the ones that would occur to you in creating an online search.  
The indexes that accompany annotated codes can often provide quicker and more convenient 
access to relevant provisions than a keyword search. 
135 See Sears, supra note 1, at 42. 
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not put these sections in context when they access them through keyword searches. Context 
comes with seeing the structure as others have argued. 
 
Still, Not Everything Is Online 
 
 It is 2016. This argument has been made since the beginning of computer assisted legal 
research, but not everything is online.136 There are gaps in coverage of a variety of sources as I 
found out when I was making my chart. Perhaps one day this will not be an argument in further 
of learning how to do print research, but, students should learn just in case they need something 
that is not online. Some secondary sources are not available online. For example, nutshells and 
some hornbooks are not available in electronic format. Perhaps this will change with the future 
introduction of eBooks available on Westlaw they will start putting nutshells online.  
Another issue with electronic resources has to do with citations. Oddly enough, as I was 
writing this paper, I had the print version of the article by Patrick Meyer. I checked out the 
volume of Perspectives from Gallagher Law Library; however, I returned it when I found the 
article on Westlaw. When I started to cite the article, I had to actually check out the print again 
because Westlaw did not include star pagination for the article. The Bluebook may create a 
demand for print resources for citations and cite-checking. However, that topic is a paper in 
itself. 
 
Print as a Complement to Online 
 
 In her review of the last forty years of Westlaw, Shrager notes that Westlaw was sold “as 
a companion to book research” in the past.137 The system was built around the print resources.138 
Students would benefit from learning the structure to better understand how to effectively use the 
electronic resource for legal research. Sears notes that some of his students explained that it was 
easier to navigate the digest system in print, finding a topic and not having to craft a search query 
with the correct search terms.139 Students that preferred online because of the ease of narrowing 
																																																								
136 See Sears, supra note 1, at 39 (citing Penny A. Hazelton, How Much of Your Print Collection is Really on 
WESTLAW and LEXIS-NEXIS?, 18 LEG. REF. SERVS. Q. 3 (1999) and PENNY A. HAZELTON, LAW STUDENTS AND THE 
NEW LAW LIBRARY IN LEGAL EDUCATION IN THE DIGITAL AGE 158, 165 (Edward Rubin, ed., 2012)); see also OLSON, 
supra note 50, at 20: 
Even though resources are rapidly being digitized, a great deal of legal information remains 
available only in printed form.  Superseded volumes provide information about the state of the law 
twenty or fifty years ago, and journal articles and treatises may have insights even if they are not 
available through the major online services. 
137 See Shrager, supra note 11, at 30: 
Advertisements frequently included glamour shots of WALT beside West print publications and 
emphasized the ‘Westlaw/West Books System.’ A January 1985 ad was typical: ‘Westlaw is more 
than a computer assisted research system. It is an integral part of the entire West research network. 
WESTLAW was designed to work with West Books . . . WESTLAW is not a tool by itself; 
WESTLAW is part of a modern research system . . . . 
138 See id. at 29; see also Sears, supra note 1, at 44: 
By teaching the print sources first, we equipped our students to function in a print environment but 
also laid a foundation upon which the students could build an understanding of how and when best 
to use online materials. The print sources gave the students a context that seemed to be missing 
from their online search results when they went straight to the online sources, something that did 
not seem to be replicable online. 
139 See Sears, supra note 1, at 47. 
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jurisdiction were frustrated by the large number of results.140 Sears quotes Monica Kaczorowski 
as explaining that students do not understand how to use books as a complement to online 
research, “There seems to be a disconnect with how books can help you with online research . . . 
. As we continue to teach how print resources complement online searching, we’ve seen a greater 
use and understanding of digest and secondary sources.”141 
So why not teach the process and then demonstrate how to use the print with the 
electronic? Olson points out that “[n]o single process will work for all research situations.  With 
experience comes an understanding of which resources to consult first in each situation, and how 
to use them most effectively.”142 The authors of Washington Legal Research share this sentiment 
as well, writing, “Regardless of your approach, efficient and cost-effective legal research 
generally requires the use of both print and online resources.”143 With regard to print, Greenberg 
explains that teaching print research has transferable skills: developing a research strategy, 
determining sources with relevant information, and selecting search terms.144 Greenburg notes 
that these skills are part of process-oriented approach to legal research that can be applied to 
either print research or online research.145 
 
ABA Technology Statistics 
 
 As previously mentioned, an extremely high percentage of attorneys that responded to the 
2015 Legal Technology Survey conduct legal research online.146 Even though the survey results 
show that attorneys are conducting legal research online, many attorneys are still using print. 
41.2 percent of the survey respondents use print regularly.147 Solo attorneys had the highest 
percentage of print users (47%), followed by attorneys at firms of 50-99 lawyers (43.3%), then 
100-499 lawyers (42.3%).148 The top five materials that attorneys are using print resources for 
are (1) Practical Guidance, (2) Legal Treatises/Secondary Materials, (3) Legal Forms, (4) Law 
Reviews/Legal Periodicals, and (5) Legal News.149 The 2015 Legal Technology Survey results 
are similar to Greenburg’s survey results.150 The respondents to Greenburg’s survey thought that 
students should be familiar with print resources because the attorneys they will work for in the 
future use print. If the 2015 survey respondents are using print for certain resources, then 
students should at least be familiar with these in print.  
																																																								
140 See id. 
141 See Sears, supra note 1, at 43 (quoting Thomson West, Partnership and Solutions for Preparing Job-Ready 
Attorneys [White Paper] (Thomson West 2008) at 9). 
142 OLSON, supra note 50, at 9; see also Carrie W. Teitcher, Rebooting the Approach to Teaching Research: 
Embracing the Computer Age, 99 LAW LIBR. J. 555, 569 (2007):  
All tools had their pluses and minuses. With full access to all research resources, the students 
needed to learn to pick the most efficient tool for the task at hand. I emphasized that CALR was 
but one resource among several that they should consider for a research task and that no tool 
should be used in a vacuum. 
Id. at 569. 
143 HEINTZ-CHO, supra note 67, at 19. 
144 See id. at 259-60. 
145 See id. at 260. 
146 See 2015 AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION LEGAL TECHNOLOGY SURVEY REPORT, COMBINED VOLUMES, VOL. V: 
ONLINE RESEARCH V-xix (Joshua Poje ed. 2015). 
147 See id. at V-23-V-24. 
148 See id. at V-23. 
149 See id. at V-31. 
150 See Greenburg, supra note 40, at 251-55. 
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Free Resources Should Be Taught (or more than just the big three $$$) 
 
Students also need to be learning about free electronic resources that they can use to do 
legal research. There are a number of free and lower cost resources online that have primary law 
available. Google scholar has most federal and state appellate court and supreme court decisions 
available.151 Some of these resources also have secondary sources. For example, LII has Wex, a 
free legal encyclopedia.152 Google Scholar has a number of law review articles available as 
well.153 
Students come into law school knowing how to Google something. We are now referred 
to as “digital natives,” a term that I am not very fond of, but I guess it means that we have grown 
up with personal computers and use technology for everything. In a legal research course, why 
not put these Google skills to good use. In their experiment, Krieger and Kuh found that students 
wanted to use search engines during their research process.154“Both print (two) and electronic 
subjects (six) expressed a desire to use an Internet search engine, such as Google.”  
Following his survey of Chicago lawyers, one of Greenburg’s solutions is that we should 
teach students about non-commercial databases (so not just Westlaw and Lexis) and also teach 
them how to evaluate the free resources to determine their reliability.155 He explains that law 
school students’ reliance on expensive legal databases made them less likely to use free online 
resources.156 Greenburg discussed Berring’s thoughts on free research: 
One proponent of the site was Bob Berring, a professor at Cal Berkley law school. 
Berring has spent the last several years incorporating free research, such as 
Cornell’s Legal Information Institute (LII) into his legal research classes. He 
refers to the free sites as ‘heroes’ and ‘pioneers.’ Furthermore, he questions 
Westlaw and Lexis’ ability to survive into the 21st century as they are currently 
operating. Simply put, web users expect to research for free.157 
Students should learn about these free resources as a way to keep research costs lower.  
Attorneys are using free online resources for a variety of reasons. According to the 2015 
ABA Legal Technology Survey Report, many of the respondents to the Online Research survey 
went to free online resources when starting a new research project.158 58% of the respondents 
used free Internet resources regularly in 2015.159 Only three percent of respondents said that they 
never use free internet resources.160 93% of respondents that performed legal research online 
used free electronic resources.161 The ABA statistics include a breakdown of what materials 
																																																								
151 See Appendix A. 
152 Wex, LII, https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex. (About Wex: “Wex is a free legal dictionary and encyclopedia 
sponsored and hosted by the Legal Information Institute at theCornell Law School. Wex entries are collaboratively 
created and edited by legal experts. More information about Wex can be found in the Wex FAQ. Here's a list of all 
pages.” 
153 See Appendix A. 
154 See Krieger & Kuh, supra note 73, at 786 (“Both print (two) and electronic subjects (six) expressed a desire to 
use an Internet search engine, such as Google.”). 
155 See Greenburg, supra note 40, at 258. 
156 See id. at 255. 
157 See Hall, supra note 28, at 57. 
158 See 2015 ABA Legal Technology Survey Report, supra note 146, at V-X. 
159 See id. at V-xii. 
160 See id. at V-xiii. 
161 See id. at V-xxi. 
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survey respondents are using free electronic resources to access.162 The materials that were most 
often accessed using free electronic resources were: case dockets (50.3%), 
companies/corporations (69.3%), Experts (48.4%), Federal Administrative/Regulatory/Executive 
(42.9%), General News (80.2%), Judges (53.8%), Jury Verdicts/Settlements (29.1%), Lawyers 
(77.1%), Legal Forms (44.2%), Legal News (73.2%), Practical Guidance (35.4%), Public 
Records (71.2%), Other State Administrative/Regulatory/Executive (51.2%), Other State 
Legislation/Statutes (45%), Your State Administrative/Regulatory/Executive (48.3%), and Your 
State Legislation/Statutes (51%).163 49.1% of the total number of respondents start their research 
projects using free electronic resources.164 We should take these statistics into account when 
deciding which free electronic legal resources we should be teaching our students. We can 
provide them with training for resources that they will likely end up using in practice. We can 
also teach them the value of using free resources, specifically government resources, to reduce 
the cost of research. 
If legal research instructors are going to be showing students free electronic resources, 
teachers also need to teach students how to evaluate these free resources.165 In Principles of 
Legal Research, Kent Olson explains that users of free online resources need to check the 
currency of the material, as well as the accuracy.166 Olson states, “Even government sites can 
present obsolete information without indicating that it is no longer current.  Websites can be 
biased, selective in coverage, or dangerously out of date.  Verifying that a website is current, 
accurate, and impartial leads to greater confidence in the information it contains.”167 Olson also 
expresses concern over link rot with free online resources, but he discusses Internet Archive’s 
Wayback Machine and Perma CC.168 With regard to evaluating free electronic resources, 
students also need to know whether they are looking at an official and authentic resource. The 
resource should be reliable. The Uniform Electronic Legal Material Act (UELMA) has pushed 
some states to making their primary legal material available online in its official, authenticated 
form.169 
With regard to free electronic federal legal resources, the GPO recently launched a BETA 
website Govinfo.gov on February 3, 2016, which is an updated platform that will eventually 
replace FDSys.170 It offers access to official federal government publications. They are working 




After researching the historical arguments for why print should be taught (that are not 
actually from too long ago when you consider the duration in years, but with the changes made 
																																																								
162 See id. at V-xv-V-xviii. 
163 See id. 
164 See id. at V-22. 
165 See Greenburg, supra note 40, at 267, n.76; see also Teitcher, supra note 142, at 567-68. 
166 See OLSON, supra note 50, at 10. 
167 Id.; see also Lee, Azyndar, & Mattson, supra note 128, at 46-47. 
168 See OLSON, supra note 50, at 10. 
169 For additional information on UELMA, see Anna L. Endter, Authentication of Online State Primary Legal 
Resources as a Social Justice Issue: The Uniform Electronic Legal Material Act and How It Can Benefit Pro Se 
Litigants, 31 LEGAL REFERENCE SERVS. Q. 293-311 (2012). 
170 Govinfo, About Us, available at https://www.govinfo.gov/about. 
171 Govinfo, Authentication, available at https://www.govinfo.gov/about/authentication. 
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in technology 20 years ago can seem historical), looking at a variety of legal research 
“textbooks,” and examining a number of different print and electronic resources, I think there is 
still validity to some of the arguments that print does have a role in legal research instruction. 
Print provides structure to the research process. Students may get lost in the electronic world. 
Print is also easier to browse, encouraging students to flip through pages of related material. 
Similarly, print for hierarchically organized material should still be taught. Statutes and 
treatises/hornbooks are organized in a way that they assume that the reader has read the previous 
sections. They build on prior sections. This hierarchical organization and connectedness of the 
material can be lost when students are only looking online. And yes, the cliché argument that not 
everything is available online is still true for the most part. I am sure that will eventually no 
longer be an argument in favor of teaching print, but at least for now it is still true.  
Dennis Sears’ students eventually appreciated print, explaining that some students even 
preferred print.172 Krieger and Kuh found that resource medium affected the research strategy of 
the students. Perhaps the answer when teaching is to focus on the research strategy or the process 
rather than on the medium of the resource. Teaching a class using only electronic resources can 
be done based on the very basic syllabus I came up with for this paper; however, I felt as though 
there were some holes in the material. Nutshells and hornbooks are wonderful for students to 
learn about a new area of law for their preliminary analysis. Teaching finding tools may just be 
easier in print (at least at first) to show a student how to use an index or a table of contents. As 
more of these are put online, it may not be necessary in the future; however, for now, this is still 
a valid reason to at least demonstrate it to students in print. Students may never use print outside 
of the classroom (although that is unlikely based on the 2015 ABA Technology Report 
statistics), but it is good to equip students with a well-rounded knowledge of the resources 
available to them for conducting legal research in the real world. 
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